The Berlingot

Nantes, France

Does spending your day in a candy-inspired building sound like a pretty sweet deal? For those working in Nantes’ Le Berlingot, it’s just another day at the office. Taking its name from a local confectionery, the office building’s layered design mimics the striped hard candies that the city is famous for. Part of the city’s urban renewal strategy, the 15,000 m² stainless steel and glass building is located in the heart of the Euronantes business district. Adjacent to the main train station, the Berlingot gives arrivals a striking first impression of the new Nantes.

Environment: urban
Use: panel façade
Material: 304 with a Uginox TOP, Bright, MAT and brushed surface finishes
Manufacturer: Aperam
Architects: dl-a designlab architecture SA
Photographs: Patrik André
More information: aperam.com

Discover more possibilities with stainless steel in architecture